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Brotherly love 
Jeff Jordan eases into his new school 
alongside brother Marcus -SEESPORTS,As 
Vantage point 
UCF students use 
school resources to find 
jobs -SEE NEWS,A2 
Bomb scare 
SUSPECTED 
BOMB TURNS Ad students build UCF· brand 
FISHY. AVERAGE INTERNSHIPS SALARIES 
~ 
Suburban New York police knew 
there was something fishy with a 
Internship program puts 
school on the ad/PR map The average salary for internships jobs is $40,000.Average internships salaries can vary greatly due to company, location, industry, experience and benefits. 
I' 
suspicious suitcase,and they were 
rtght So they deared the area and 
blew it ~p.Oarkstown Polke Sgt 
" Harry Baumann said it turns out the 
suspicious items were a can of com 
andtwocansoftuna.Andthetools? 
~ A can-opener and some pliers. No bomb. 
" 
-~ 
Lottery 
LOTTERY 
NUMBERS 
• REPEAT 
·~ 
It was a lucky day in Mkhigan for the 
numbers nine,seven and zero.The 
Michigan State lottery says nine, 
seven and zero were the winning 
numbers in Frtday's Midday Daily 3 
drawing.And the lotteiy says the 
same numbers drawn in the same 
order were the winning ones in 
" 
Frtday evening's Daily 3. 
There was no immediate word of 
wim•g~rothemmbeo. 
\.~ 
-~ 
m Breaking 
., news on 
yourceli 
,. 
Get UCF news sent to your cell 
phone. Just text the keyword 
UCFNEWS to 44636. 
11 AROUND CAMPUS,A2 
LEARN WHAT IT 
., TAKES TO MAKE THE 
DEAN'S LIST 
SARC and OSI will be offering 
.__, students tips on how to make 
their academic goals a reality. The 
event will be held Monday at 4 
p.m. atthe Hercules Programming 
' Center. 
LOCAL & STATE, A2 
·THIRTEEN CHILDREN 
,~ LEFT UNATTENDED AT 
PINE HILLS DAY CARE 
According to central Florida police, 
,. 13 children were left unattended 
for an hour at a Pine Hills day care 
center. The workers claimed they 
were angry at their boss. The 
children were unharmed. 
• NEW PICTURES OF 
FIDEL CASTRO POP UP 
ON CUBAN BLOGS 
,. 
The first pictures of Fidel Castro 
venturing out in public since his 
illness in 2006 have surfaced on 
the biogs of two Cuban journalists. 
Castro appears to be healthy in the 
photos. 
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ANTHONY SYROS 
Contributing Writer 
1brough the help of the 
Multicultural Advertising 
Internship Program, eight 
advertising/public rela-
tions majors at UCF are 
pursuing internships with 
large, national advertising 
and public relations firms. 
According to its website, 
MAIP commits to helping 
multicultural aspiring 
· advertising professionals 
break into the industry. 
Since its founding in 
1973, MAIP has given 
racially and ethnically 
diverse college students the 
opportunity to spend 10 
weeks during the summer 
Average Internships Salaries 
\ 
p ' Jntomshk:ts $40,000 ..._.. __ 
In USO as of Jul 11, 2010 15tc 30k 45k 
_: WWW51MPLYHiRED.COM 
working with members of "The science of adver- wants minorities in their 
the American Association tising is about promoting to 
of Advertising Agencies. niche groups, so everybody PLEASE SEE EIGHT ON A7 
By George, it's good to be curious 
> 
Recycled tote idea brings group 
award from national conference 
KERRI ANNE RENZULLI 
Staff Writer 
By turning old T-shirts 
into reusable "T-tote" bags, 
Intellectual Decisions on 
Environmental Awareness 
Solutions won best cam-
paign of the year at the 
2010 Campus Progress 
National Conference. 
Campus Progress is a 
national organization that 
promotes progressive 
solutions to political and 
social issues. At the nation-
al conference held in 
Washington, D.C., on July 7, 
the organization presented 
Chris Castro, a senior envi-
ronmental science major 
and co-founder and presi-
dent of the UCF student 
organization I.D.E.AS., 
with the award along with 
fellow co-founder and 
public· relations adviser 
Henry Harding, also a sen-
ior environmental science 
major. 
"This award gives 
[I.D.E.A.S.] some well-
deserved recognition, not 
just locally," Castro said. "It 
gives us more energy to 
continue what we are 
doing. This grant gives us 
thefinicalsupporttocarry 
on initiatives, and it is rare 
to find someone willing to 
help you develop an idea 
you have." 
T-totes were developed 
as an alternate solution to 
plastic bags and are 
designed to reduce 
dependency on petrole-
um-based plastic and edu-
cate students . 
'We really focused on 
educating people about 
the problems of petroleum 
plastic," Castro said. 'We 
offer them ·a simple sus-
tajnable solution that they 
can use." 
The T-totes was one of 
more than 300 grant idea 
applications submitted to 
Campus Progress and one 
The cast of 
Curious George 
Live monkeys 
around at the 
UCFArenaon 
Saturday during 
the musical's 
stop in Orlando 
on its world 
tour. 
RAMI ROTLEWlat 
CENTRAL FLORIDA 
FUTURE 
CFF ARCHIVE 
Chris Castro, above, is the co-founder and president of I.D.E.A.S., which was 
awarded best campaign of the year by the Campus Progress National Conference. 
of about 40 to be approved, was chosen as best cam-
according to Natasha paign because of its suc-
Bowens, an advocacy asso- cess. 
date at Campus Progress. 
From those approved, it PlEAsE SEE OLD ON A4 
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AROUND 
CAMPUS 
News and notices for 
the UCF commwuty 
Get motivated and set goals 
SARC and the UCF 
Office of Student Involve-
ment will be offering stu-
dents a chance to learn 
what it takes to excel in 
college. 
As part of their Sum-
mer Knights program, 
SARC and OSI will teach 
students what GPA is 
needed to make the Dean's 
List and strategies and tips 
on how to make academic 
goals a reality. The event 
will be held on Monday at 
4 p.m. in the Hercules Pro-
gramming Center. 
For more information, 
contact Jennifer Wright at 
jewright@mail.ucf.edu. 
Learn to negotiate a salary 
Career Services will be 
hosting "Know Your 
Worth: Salary Negotia-
tion" on Tuesday from 11 
a.m. to noon. 
Students can learn what 
is important to them, how 
to research the current job 
market and have realistic-
expectations for salary dis-
cussions. The event will be 
held in Ferrell Commons, 
Room 185-C. Contact 
Career Services at 407-823-
2361 for more info. 
LOCAL 
&STATE 
Keep local with headlines 
you may have missed 
Thirteen children left alone 
at Florida day care center 
PINE HILLS 
According to central Flori-
da police officers, 13 chil-
dren were -left alone by 
1:hree day care employees. 
There were infants among 
the 13 children. 
Th~ employees were 
upset with their boss and 
allegedly left the children 
alone for aii hour on Fri-
day in the day care center. 
The owner of the day care 
center, Ednita Willic}UJS;-
said she argued witlf6Iie 
worker over required 
child-care certification 
classes. 
New photos of Castro apl)ear 
I 
on biogs of Cuban journalists 
HAVANA - Photos of 
Fidel Castro surfaced on 
the blogs of two Cuban 
journalists. 
They are the first pho-
1 
tos of Castro in public 
since he was ill four years 
ago. 
1 In the photos, Castro is 
meeting with workers at a 
Cuban scientific think 
tank for its 45th anniver-
1 sary. 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
' 
\- LET- US_KN_OW-
The Future is working 
to . compile information 
I about organizations and 
,events in the UCF commu-
nity for our calendar on 
UCFNews.com and the 
Around Campus section of 
the paper. · 
If you know- of any 
information you or your 
organization would like us 
to include, send an e-mail 
to Events.CFF@gmailcom--... 
GEORGE OEHL / CENTRAL FLORIOA FUTURE 
Career Services, above, offers Knightlink, an on line service that allows students and recent grads to se_arch for jobs and post resumes. 
Heads held hi 
Students use UCF resources t~ find area jobs 
KERRI KELL 
Contributing Writer 
Kendall Wayland worked 
at Talbots while in college, 
and since she didn't know 
what she wanted to do, she 
took the classes she was most 
interested in. 
She graduated in 2006 
with her bachelor's degree in 
liberal studies. 
''When I graduated I felt a . 
little lost, a little scared at 
first," Wayland said. 
She wasn't alone. 
Many students have trou-
ble . choosing a career, and 
with unemployment rates ris-
ing, graduating and finding a 
job can seem more like a 
daunting event. than a joyous 
one. 
In May 2010, the Bureau of 
Labor and Statistics reported 
that Florida's unemployment 
rate was 11.7 percent, com-
pared with 10.2 percent in 
May 2009. 
Additionally, the U.S. 
Department of Labor report-
ed in June that people 
between the ages of 16-24 
were more likely to be unem-
ployed than other age groups. 
Wayland, though. was able 
to find a job at Vantage Com-
munications, a PR agency in 
Orlando. 
The Vantage Communica-
tions office sits on the 14th 
floor of the Plaza in Down-
town Orlando. 
Behind the desks are 
young, bright faces, and 70 
percent of them are UCF 
graduates or current students. 
"We have had very good 
luck recruiting at UCF," said 
Catriona Harris, the vice pres-
ident of the company. 
When sorting through 
resumes, Harris explained 
that she looks for candidates 
who have done something 
work-related or have had 
some experience while in col-
lege. 
For interns, Harris said the 
most important thing is "a go-
get-'em attitude." 
"I had a student that called 
when there was no position 
open," Harris said. "But she 
called over and over, and I fig-
ured if she was that persistent 
with me, I could only imagine 
how persistent she would be 
with a client. So we made a 
pos1tion for her." 
"Most of our employees 
got started as interns," said 
Danny Betancourt, a Vantage 
employee who graduated 
from UCF·in 2009. "Not only 
is it an opportunity to learn 
but also to get your foot in the 
door." 
Elizabeth Buccianti did 
· just that. She completed three 
internships while at UCF, 
earned a degree in advertis-
ing/public relations and now 
works at Vantage. 
'½.11 intern~hip gives you 
,such a1competitive edge to get 
a job with that company," 
Buccianti said, explaining that 
it allowed her to get a taste of 
what the real thing would be 
like. 
UCF student Kira Baldwin, 
Vantage's current intern, had 
luck posting her resume on 
KnightLink, UCF's career 
search website. After seeing 
her resume on the site, Van-
tage contacted her for an 
interview. 
KnightLink is a free serv-
ice offered by UCF Career 
Services that allows students 
and recent graduates to 
search for jobs, post resumes, 
research employers and 
access information about 
LOCAL WEATHER 
Today 
SCATTERED 
T-STORMS 
TODAY IN DETAIL 
High:90° 
Low:76° 
Today: Afternoon storms with 
winds west-southwest at 9 mph 
and a 30 percent chance of rain. 
Tonight: Thunderstorms early in 
the evening with winds from the 
southwest at 7 mph. 
recruiting events. 
Career Services also 
allows students to take assess-
ments to determine what 
careers would be a good fit, 
have their resume critiqued 
and practice interview skills. 
Perhaps the most valuable 
resource at UCF is its staff. 
Many successful graduates 
credit their success to their 
professors or other mentors 
they sought out during col-
lege. 
"There was a professor, 
Frank Stansberry, in the 
advertising/PR department 
that was kind of a matchmak-
er with companies and agen-
cies and helped students find 
internships that were a good 
fit," said Buccianti, who cred-
its much of her success to 
him. 
"Find those teachers that 
stand out to you and make 
that relationship with them," 
Betancourt said. 
Jeff Sharon,· one of the 
newest employees at Vantage, 
graduated from UCF in 2005 
and said every position he 
had he found through net-
working. 
"Don't get discouraged," 
Sharon said. "It's easy to get 
discouraged these days, but 
you can't do it. 
"You can't control the mar-
ket. All you can control is you. 
If you keep working hard, 
someone down the line will 
notice you." 
After p·osting her resume 
on KnightLink, Vantage 
noticed Wayland, who had 
felt intimidated while looking 
for a job. Now, the pressure is 
off. 
"I enjoy the younger work-
ing environment and hope to 
grow within the company," 
Wayland said. 
Wednesday High: s1° 
SCATTERED STORMS Low: 76° 
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BP claims progress on new cap as oil spews 
TOM BREEN 
Associated Press 
NEW ORLEANS - Oil 
was spewing largely 
unchecked into the Gulf of 
Mexico as BP crews 
claimed progress Sunday 
in the first stages of replac-
ing a leaky cap with a new 
containment system they 
hope will finally catch all 
the crude from the busted 
well. 
There's no guarantee 
for such a delicate opera-
tion nearly a mile below 
the water's surface, officials 
said, and the p~rmanent fix 
of plugging the well from 
the bottom remains slated 
for mid-August. 
"It's not just going to be, 
you put the cap on, it's 
done. It's not like putting a 
cap on a tube of tooth-
paste," Coast Guard 
spokesman Capt. James 
McPherson said. 
Robotic submarines 
removed the cap Saturday 
that had been placed on 
top of the leak in early June 
to catch the oil and send it 
to surface ships for collec-
tion or burning. BP aims to 
have the new, tighter cap in 
place as early as Monday 
and said that, as of Sunday 
morning, the work was 
going according to plan. BP 
hopes the capping opera-
tion will be done within 
three to six days. 
Kent Wells, a BP senior 
vice president, said during 
a Sunday morning news 
briefing he was pleased 
with the progress but cau-
tioned that unforeseen 
bumps could lie ahead. 
"We've tried to work out 
as many of the bugs as we 
can. The challenge will 
come with something 
unexpected," Wells said 
If tests show the new 
cap can withstand the pres-
sure of the oil and is work-
ing, the ;Gulf region could 
get its most significant 
piece of good news since 
ASSOCIATED PRESS / BP PLC 
In this image taken from video provided by BP PLC, oil leaks from the broken wellhead atthe site of the Deepwater Horizon oil well in the Gulf of Mexico, $unday,July 11. 
the April 20 explosion on 
the BP-leased Deepwater 
Horizon rig, which killed ll 
workers. Since . then, 
between 88 million and 174 
million gallons of oil have 
spilled into the Gulf, 
according to federal esti-
mates. 
It would be only a tem-
porary solution. Hope for 
permanently plugging the 
leak lies with two relief 
wells, the first of which 
should be finished by mid-
August. 
And the hurricane sea-
son that lasts through 
November could interfere. 
There are no storms fore-
cast now, but if one blows 
through, the ships collect-
ing the oil may have to 
leave and crude would 
spew again for days into 
the water. 
The work was being 
closely monitored at the 
White House, where Presi-
dent Barack Obama is · 
being briefed multiple 
times a day, adviser David 
Axelrod said on ABC's 
"This Week'' on Sunday. 
'We have every reason 
to believe that this will 
work," he said. 
With the cap removed 
Saturday at 12:37 p.m. CDT, 
oil flowed freely into the 
water, aside from a small 
share still collected by a 
pipe running to the Q:lO00 
surface vessel, with a 
capacity of about 378,000 
gallons. That vessel should 
be joined Sunday by the 
Helix Producer, which has 
more than double the 
Q:lO00's capacity. 
But the lag could be 
long enough for as much as 
5 million gallons to gush 
into already fouled waters. 
Officials said 46 large skim-
mers had collected about 1 
million gallons of oily 
water from the surface 
above the well site as of 
Sunday morning. 
The process begun Sat-
urday has two major phas-
es: removing equipment 
currently on top of the leak 
and installing new gear 
designed to fully contain 
the flow of oil 
BP on Sunday said it had 
successfully removed the 
top flange that had only 
partially completed the 
seal with the old cap, 
almost a day earlier than a 
previous estimate. 
Now thatthe top flange 
is removed, BP is consider-
ing whether it needs to 
bind together two sections 
of drill pipe that are in the 
gushing well head. The 
step following that involves 
lowering a 12-foot-long 
piece of equipment called a 
flange transition spool 
onto the well head and 
bolting it down. 
After the spool is in 
place, the new cap -
called a capping stack or 
"Top Hat ·10" - can be 
mounted. The equipment, 
weighing some 150,000 
pounds, is designed to fully 
seal the leak and provide 
connections for new ves-
sels on the surface to col-
There's so much in life worth celebrating: anniversaries, reunions, triumphs - big and small. 
And Walt Disney World"' Resort makes it easy for you to magnify those moments. 
lect oil The cap has valves 
that can restrict the flow of 
oil and shut it in, if it can 
withstand the enormous 
pressure. 
That will be one of the 
key items for officials to 
monitor, said Paul Bom-
mer, a professor of petrole-
um engineering at the Uni-
versity of Texas at Austin. 
"If the new cap does 
work and they shut the 
well in, it is possible that 
part of the well could rup-
ture if the pressure inside 
builds to an unacceptable 
value," Bommer wrote in 
an e-nrail Saturday. 
Ultimately, BP wants to 
have four vessels collecting 
oil within two or three 
weeks of the new cap's 
installation. If the new cap 
doesn't work, BP is ready 
to place a backup similar to 
the old one on top of the 
leak. 
The company originally 
planned to bring the Helix 
Producer on site and install 
the new cap at different 
times, but combined the 
two following forecasts of 
calm weather for about 
seven to 10 days. 
The new vessels will all 
be connected to the gusher 
through flexible hoses that 
will allow them to discon-
nect and sail away much 
quicker in the event of a 
hurricane. Prior to the new 
lineup at the site, officials 
estimated they would need 
five days to remove every-
thing in advance of a major 
storm; the new setup 
should cut that to two. 
The government esti-
mates 1.5 million to 2.5 mil-
lion gallons of oil a day are 
spewing from the well, and 
the previous cap collected 
about 1 million gallons of 
that. With the new cap and 
the new containment ves-
. sel, the system will be capa-
ble of capturing 2.5 million 
to 3.4 million gallons -,--
essentially all the leaking 
oil, officials said . 
Just go to DisneysCelebrationCentral.com today and see what magic is waiting especially for Florida Residents . 
Make this the year to dream big ... wish hard ... and celebrate at the place where dreams come true . 
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· Old shirts mean 'I.D.E.A.S.' for UCF students 
FROM A 1 cess of its mid-year report 
Since December, 
"[Campus Progress] I.D.E.AS. on the UCF cam-
, works with these groups pus as well as sibling clubs 
through the year and mon- at Penn State and Florida 
itors their success, sees if International University 
they're achieving the goals have together produced 
they submitted to us in more than 300 bags, 
their grant applications, if according to Castro. 
they've received media I.D.E.A.S. creates the 
attention," Bowens said. totes on demand and will 
"To determine the best make students compli-
campaign, we see who was mentary totes if they bring 
most successful and who in a bundle of plastic bags 
achieved their goals and to be recycled by UCF 
had an impact on their Recycling. 
community, and this year, They plan to continue 
it was I.D.EAS. their T-totes initiative and 
''They have some of the receive funding for the 
most active students in our project through Campus 
energy action collation and Progress. 
are some of the most reli- ''We are going to contin-
able." ue this initiative," Harding 
In addition to their said. ''No one has heard or 
award, both Castro and seen something as unique 
Harding attended the con- as T-totes. There is really 
ference and got to intro- no alternative bag use in 
duce · a keynote speaker. Florida. We want to be one 
They also tabled at the of those organizations that 
event, introducing stu- helps wean off dependen-
dents across the county to cy:• 
I.D.EAS. and T-totes. Each T-tote is made by 
T-totes may not have cutting the sleeves and 
been the brainchild of the neck off and then sewing 
first student sustainability the bottom together to 
alliance, but it is I.D.EAS. form a bag. Each bag takes 
who developed it. about three to five minutes 
While working as a stu- to construct "if everything 
dent ambassador for the is working right and the 
U.S. Department ofEnergy, sewing machine isn't act-
Castro was encouraged to ing odd," Harding said 
attend the Campus In an effort to live up to 
Progress National Confer- what it preaches, I.D.EAS. 
ence and join its action repurposes all its tote by-
alliance committee by products, like cast-off 
writing a grant for an envi- sleeves, into hair bands 
ronmentally conscious ini- and bracelets, and, come 
tiative. fall, its sewing machine 
Castro then composed will be completely off the 
the grant himself in two grid. 
weeks, submitting it in Through a partnership 
mid-October 2009. The with Pur Energy, a renew-
grant was approved in late able energy solutions com-
November and provided pany, I.D.E.A.S.' sewing 
I.D.E.A.S. with $1,500 to machine will run off solar-
purchase a sewing power panels. 
machine and sewing sup- Should Florida ever 
plies to begin making their deci<;ie to go the way of 
T-tptes. Washington, D.C., and 
The group received an begin taxing the use of 
additional $500 in toe- plastic bags by retailers, 
spring based upon the sue- I.D.EAS. has you covered. 
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PHOTOS BY ANDY CEBALLOS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Members of Intellectual Decisions on Environmental Awareness Solutions, a sustainability group at UCF, work to clean a retention pond at The Crest, an apartment 
complex near Waterford Lakes. The UCF group won an award for its initiative of turning T-shirts into tote bags. 
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Do you want to get 
news and updates 
from the Central . 
Florida Future? 
Reply A to set alert. 
How Do I Text , 
UCFNEWS to· 44636? 
Grab your cell phone. 
Select messages on your 
main menu 
Write a new text message, 
"UCFNEWS" . 
Send this message to 44636 
(41NFO). 
Reply A and begin receiving 
news aferts about UCF! 
Ifill Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS, 
1101 to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44~36. Now you can be in the know while on the go! 
*Carrier text messaging rates apply 
. LOOK & LEASE WITHIN 48-HOURS TO 
WITH ZERO DOWN & NEW LOW RATES 
' .. 
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Napolitano, Brewer talk at governors meeting 
GLEN JOHNSON 
Associated Press 
BOSTON - Homeland 
Security Secretary Janet 
Napolitano met privately 
on Sunday with her succes-
sor as Arizona governor as 
the Obama administration 
challenges the state's immi-
gration law. 
Napolitano, a Democrat, 
huddled for a half hour 
behind closed doors with 
Republican Jan Brewer in 
Boston during the National 
Governors Association 
summer meeting. Napoli-
tano was in town to pro-
vide the governors with a 
classified national security 
briefing. 
Slated to be implement-
ed July 29, the Arizona law 
would require state and 
local police to question and 
possibly arrest illegal 
immigrants during the 
enforcement of other laws 
such as traffic stops. Last 
week, the Obama adminis-
tration filed suit in federal 
court to block it, arguing 
that immigration is a feder-
al issue. 
Napolitano ignored a 
request for comment fol-
lowing their meeting, but 
Brewer said the two did not 
discuss the lawsuit. 
Instead, she said they had a 
cordial conversation cen-
tered on her efforts to win 
Arizona more National 
Guard troops to guard its 
border with Mexico, as 
well as her plea for recon-
naissance helicopters and 
more unmanned aerial 
vehicles to prevent illegal 
crossings. 
"Our parting words, 
Check out our Classifieds. 
online and in print! 
l8889165 
were, you know, 'I'd be 
remiss if! didn't ask you for 
my SCAAP dollars,' "Brew-
er said with a laugh, refer-
ring to money the state 
believes it is due for incar-
cerating illegal immigrants 
under the State Criminal 
Alien Assistance Program. 
Arizona's total prison 
budget is about $900 mil-
lion a year, and state offi-
cials say illegal immigrants 
make up about 15 percent 
of their prison population. 
Napolitano, while Ari-
zona governor from 2003 
to 2009, routinely sent the 
federal government bills 
for reimbursement. 
Brewer met with Presi-
dent Barack Obama at the 
White House last month to 
discuss the immigration 
issue. 
A week earlier, the pres-
L8009165 
· Kl'UGHTli 
ident announced he 
would be stationing up to 
1,200 National Guard 
troops along to border -
mostly in Arizona - to 
bolster border incursion 
efforts. 
Brewer supports a pro-
posal to add 6,000 troops 
along the southwestern 
border, with 3,000 sta-
tioned in Arizona. 
MICHAEL DWYER/ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
United States Secretary of Homeland Security Janet Napolitano leaves a private meeting with Arizona Gov.Jan Brewer 
at the annual meeting of the National Governors Association,Sunday, in Boston. Slated to be implemented July 29, the 
Arizona law would require state and local police to question and possibly arrest illegal immigrants during the 
enforcement of other laws such as traffic stops. Last week, the Obama administration filed suit in federal court to block 
it, arguing that immigration is a federal issue. 
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Eight students poised for NYC trip in August 
FROM Al 
work force," said Joan 
McCain, the area coordi-
nator and an instructor 
for the ad/PR major at 
UCF. 
The interns are provid-
ed housing and are paid 
$4,000. They spend the 
duration of the program 
in the city of their respec-
tive firms and are then 
flown to New York for a 
graduation ceremony. 
The students are also 
mentored. Every Friday 
the interns meet and have 
a guest speaker talk to 
them about topics rele-
vant to advertising and 
public relations careers. 
This summer, MAIP's 
program placed about 130 
interns from an applicant 
pool of nearly 300 stu-
d~nts nationwide. 
In 2009, the MAIP 
placed 107 interns at agen-
cies around the country. 
There are about 164 
universities that offer 
advertising programs, and 
all of their students are 
eligible to apply to the 
program. 
Ten UCF students 
were selected by MAIP 
between 2005 to 2009. 
According to McCain, 
the total of eight interns 
from UCF was both the 
most selected from UCF 
in a single summer for the 
program and the most 
MAIP has selected from a 
single school in a summer. 
"Joan was a big part of 
us getting these intern-
ships," said Christina 
Thomas, an MAIP partic-
ipant. "She does so much 
Advertising spending forecasts 
Pro/11Cled changa from 2006 to 2007: 
Online 
Search 
engines 
Tr1de 
Websttes 
WeQ 
seminars 
~-··- .. -·~--·-·. . - .. ., ... ' 
more than she needs to. 
More advisers need to be 
like her:' 
In December, 14 UCF 
students applied, submit-
ting essays and creative 
executions. 
Nine of those 14 
became semifinalists, and 
. all nine were eventually 
accepted into the pro-
gram, breaking records in 
MAIP participation. 
One UCF student 
declined the offer, howev-
er, citing that the intern-
ship offer did not match 
his career goals. 
One of the eight partic-
ipants received the only 
' public relations intern-
ship in the country, while 
another intern was 
offered the copywriter 
position. 
The internships began 
June 7. 
Three interns are spend-
ing the summer in New 
York City, three in Chicago, 
one in Los Angeles and one 
in Dearborn, Mich. 
Thomas landed an 
internship in Chicago with 
Starcom Media Vest Group, 
one'ofthe largest communi-
cation companies in the 
world 
"I'm not just m~g 
copies, like some intern-
ships," Thomas said "They 
have us working on real 
projects and meeting 
clients. I know I'm an intern, 
but I feel like a part of the 
team." 
On Aug. 12, McCain and 
the UCF participants in the 
MAIP program will meet 
with the rest of the interns 
at MAIP headquarters in 
New York City for the grad-
~~~~:~ 11651 University Boulevard 
Olreotorles 
Newspapers1 
407-513-90PO 
ResidencelnnUCF.com 
• 99 Fully Equipped Suites 
• Complimentary Full Breakfast Buffet 
• Complimentary Social Hour 
M-TH6:00pm-7:30pm 
• Daily Housekeeping Service 
• Outdoor Pool, Jacuzzi & Sportscourt 
• High Speed Internet Access 
uation ceremony. 
'½.gency executives from 
all over go to this graduation 
ceremony," McCain said. 
'½.s all eight of our students 
stand up and say what 
school they're from, it won't 
be 'UF' or 'Boston' that peo-
ple hear. It'll be 'UCF, UCF, 
UCF.' I get goose bumps just 
thinking about it. We're 
· building a reputation on a 
national level." 
• 
• 
• 
• 
NATIONAL 
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WRAP 
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TWO UGA FOOTBALL PLAYERS 
FACE ALCOHOL CHARGES 
ATLANTA-Two football players for 
the University of Georgia were jailed 
early Saturday morning on alcohol-
related charges less than a week after 
an embarrassing drunken driving arrest 
. prompted the university's athletic 
director to resign. 
Dontavius Jackson, listed as a 
sophomore tailback, and sophomore 
split end Tavarres King were in a 
Chevrolet Avalanche stopped on a 
campus road just before 3 a.m., UGA 
Police Chief Jimmy Williamson said. 
Jackson, 20, was charged with 
driving under the influence, leaving the 
scene of an accident and other motor 
vehicle offenses. King, 19, was charged 
with unileraged possession of alcohol 
as were two other passengers inside 
the Chevrolet. A fifth person was 
allowed to leave without being 
arrested. 
Williamson said his officers started 
following the truck because it failed to 
move into the left lane while police 
were conducting an unrelated traffic 
stop on the same stretch of road. Soon, 
the police officer following the car 
heard a radio transmission saying that 
the Chevrolet,was :,vanted f,;,r an earlier 
hit-and-run accident. 1 
Jackson was being held in the Clarke · 
County jail Saturday afternoon and did 
not return phone and e-mail messages. 
A phone listing for King, who was 
released, was unavailable. 
UGA spokesman Claude Felton said 
football coach Mark Richt was aware of 
the arrests and is gathering information 
about the incident. Felton said he was 
not expecting any decisions on 
discipline Saturday. 
The arrests came less than a week 
after UGA Athletic Director Damon 
Evans resigned following an arrest for 
drunken driving. According to a police 
report, Evans told an officer: "I am not 
trying to bribe you, but is there 
anything you can do without arresting 
me?"' ,, 
Evans asked to be taken to a motel 
instead of a jail or to be let off with a 
warning, according to police. The 
arresting officer said Evans, who is 
married, had a pair of red panties 
between his legs belonging to a 28-
year-old female passenger who was 
not his wife. 
NEARLY 10 MILLION TUNE IN 
T01HE DECISION'ON ESPN 
NEW YORK- The Nielsen Co. 
estimates that 9.95 million people 
watched LeBron James announce on 
ESPN that he's leaving Cleveland to play 
for the Miami Heat, making it the third-
most-watched program on cable 
television this year. 
"The Decision"that aired Thursday 
night ranks behind the 12.3 million 
who watched the NFL Pro Bowl and 
11 .2 million who watched an episode 
of /Carly on Nickelodeon in January. 
The special was of particular interest 
in Cleveland, where an estimated one 
in four homes with televisions tuned in. 
James' future can't yet compare to 
Kobe Bryant's present, however. 
More than 28 million people watched 
Bryant win his fifth championship last 
month in the seventh game of the NBA 
Finals between the L.A. Lakers and 
Boston Celtics . 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
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Miami 'Thrice' poised to make league history 
Yes. We. Did. 
It's as simple as the 
slogan. 
The Miami Heat made 
history on Thursday, and 
it had nothing to do with 
anything on the court. 
They won the Sum-
mer of 2010 Free Agency 
and, ultimately, the next 
half-decade of gluttony, 
pride and (hopefully) 
championships in the 
NBA 
Sports Editor 
·ag For more columns 
> from Ryan Bass: 
_ www.ryanbass.com 
scoring champions, an 
NBA Finals MVP, one of 
the best power forwards 
in the league, three of the 
top 10 scorers in 2009-10 
and three of the top five 
draft picks from the 2003 
NBA Draft. 
Now, let me preface 
this column by saying I 
was born and raised in 
Miami. I've grown up a 
fan of South Florida 
sports and have been a 
follower of the Heat 
through the best of times 
(the 2006 championship) 
and the worst (a league-
worst 15 wins in 2007-
08). I've never seen a 
team set up this well to 
make history. 
If the Los Angeles 
teams of the past were 
Showtime, Miami will be 
Cinemax. 
I'm tired of "analysts" 
and "experts" saying that 
this trio won't work, say-
ing that there aren't 
enough balls on the court 
to go around or that 
these three can't share 
the spotlight. 
J.PAT CARTER / ASSOOATED PRESS 
Le Bron James, left, and Chris Bosh, right, joined Dwyane Wade in Miami in what is one of the best potential 1-2-3 colnbos in 
NBA history.James,25,announced on national television that he would be joining the Heat, spuming his hometown Cavs. 
Not a team of Michael 
Jordan and Scottie Pip-
pen. 
No Boston Celtic 
teams of the '80s. 
Not even the combo 
of Shaquille O'Neal and 
Kobe Bryant. 
LeBron James, 
Dwyane Wade and Chris 
Bosh are teaming up to 
play for the Heat for the 
next five years. 
Let that sink in for a 
minute. 
The Heat will have a 
two-time MVP, two NBA 
That's all semantics 
brought about by the 
idea that, in basketball, 
greatness can only be 
achieved as an individual 
in solitude. 
Jordan had help. Bird 
had sidekicks. Kobe has 
PauGasol. 
So why can't three of 
the best players in the 
NBA give up dollars and 
statistics for the chance 
to be etched in the 
record books as the best 
1-2-3 combo in the NBA? 
Why must three best 
friends swallowing their 
pride and proving the 
entire sports world 
wrong become an enig-
ma for a franchise? 
Look, I agree·this 
might not be the best 
thing for the NBA. 
James' move ruins 
Cleveland's economy and 
takes them out of the pie-
Eldest Jordan relishes shot 
at working with brother 
Marcus one more time 
CARSON INGLE "'" f, i, · . 
Contributing Wtiter 
JeffJordanhas a great model for foU~hisheart. On 
Oct. 6, 1993, his father, NBA legend Mkbael Jordan, decid-
ed to leave a league he built to try his hand at profession-
al baseball 
The elder Jordan made his choice in part to pay 
1:J,om..;:ige to his late father, a man that taugµt him the 
game. 
Fast forward almost 17 years, and the eldest Jor-
dan son has found a calling of another sort. Get-
ting a chance to transfer froni Illinois and play 
with brother Marcus at UCF was too much to 
pass up. 
Hea~ down south was such a fit that Jeff 
Jordan will sit out the 2010-11 season per 
NCAA transfer rules in order: to get one final 
season to be a Knight 
A few visits down to the campus last year sparked 
his interest, and with summer school in full swing, every-
thing has been so far, so good for the transfer. 
''It's great," Jordan said ''It hasn't been hard at all fit-
ting in with the guys and fitting in with the students. 
It's been great so far." 
No reason to become a Knight was weighed more 
heavily than the chance to play on the same team once 
again with his brother. 
Jeff last played with Marcus in Jeff's senior yeargQugli. 
school at Loyola Academy. . . , 
'W e've played togetherin,high school. but it ~be 
totally different playing here," Jeff Jordan said to 
play in a good conference and try to win 
excited about it" ~ 
The brothers' new head coach, Donnie J 
appreciates the opportunity the Jordanshave . · 
''I think anytime you have family members tcigether, I 
think that brings back a little pride in competing," Jones 
said "Those guys, when they suit up and 
compete, it gives them a different edge. 
I think any time you have an opportu-
nity for brothers to play together, I 
know it means a lot for them to be out 
here." 
Even though Jeff's decision to leave 
his home state of Illinois centered 
largely on getting to play with his broth-
er, he also sees great potential for the 
basketball program under Jones. 
With the team in transition just a few 
months ago, assurances from his brother 
ture in the East. The 
LeBron-Wade-Bosh rival-
ries of the past won't be 
telecasted and the "com-
petition" won't be there, 
but who cares? 
Tell me you won't be 
tuned into your televi-
sion screen when the 
Heat kick off their sea-
son. Kinda like you were 
tuned into "The Deci-
sion" on ESPN after mak-
ing a mockery of the 
spectacle. 
You can thank one 
man for all of this: Pat 
Riley. 
He got all three play-
ers to come to Miami at a 
discount. He convinced 
these guys to exchange 
pride for glory. He made 
LeBron OK to the idea 
that he is coming to play 
in Wade's town and con-
vinced Bosh that being a 
third option isn't too bad 
of an idea. Oh yeah, and 
they are all in their prime 
too. 
"It's still surreal, m.an," 
PLEASE SEE HEAT ON A9 
ers 
LAURA RAUCH / ASSOCIATED PRESS 
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Heat to be hated 
FROM A8 
Wade said of all three 
playing in Miami "Me, 
Chris and 'Bron. We 
ready. We want to go to 
the gym now." 
Does that sound like 
an ego-driven all-star? 
The same all-star who 
took less money than 
both James and Bosh and 
has allowed them to share 
his city and his stage. 
Forgive me for being 
excited. Any hardcore fan 
would. 
The Heat will be hated 
in every town they play 
in. So be it. 
Take that, L.A 
See you in June. 
,,;,---------------------
Jordans join fore es 
FROM A8 
about the ~ew man leading 
the charge solidified his 
move. 
''When I heard about it, I 
• was excited," Jeff said ''My 
· brother told me he was a 
great coach. Obviously, I got 
the chance to meet him and 
see how great of a guy he 
was. That automatically 
clicked in for me and made 
it even an easier decision for 
me." 
While the jubilation still 
lingers in the honeymoon 
period for UCF and JeffJor-
~dan, soon the time will 
·• come for basketball season. 
Certainly the luster will 
wear off a bit when the 
transfer has to sit and watch 
his teammates compete in 
games. 
If you would expect this 
to break the senior-to-be, 
think again. Jeff sees a 
greater role for himself in 
the season he must sit out 
"I need to just work 
hard," Jeff said. "I think 
that's what I can offer to the 
team and playing hard 
every day. Just trying to 
_improve my game as well as 
help them improve. That is 
what I am looking forward 
to.do." 
Jones won't forget about 
any of his transfers next 
year, either. He knows the 
crucial role they play in the 
day-to-day workings of a 
basketball program. 
. "I think any time · you 
have guys who have been a 
part of something at a high 
level," Jones said, "that is 
where your team really gets 
better, when you get depth 
and have competitive prac-
tices!' 
In a year's time, both 
brothers will have the 
chance to play in front of 
the fans on the same floor. 
A man who couldn't be 
happier for that is their 
famous father. 
"He's excited," Jeff said 
"He doesn't have to go to 
two places all the time now. 
I am sure he will be at a lot 
more games here now!' 
Growing up, there were 
a lot of times you could see 
the Jordan boys on the court 
together. Early on, that cen-
tered around their one-on-
one games against each 
other. 
But their work on the 
courts centered on team-
work as they got older. 
When asked about who 
might be the better player 
today, Jeff didn't really have 
an answer. 
"Growing up, I was big-
ger than him at first," he 
said. "Then we stopped 
playing after a while and got 
more serious with working 
together and working out 
each other. Growing up, we 
were really competitive." 
That competitive fire, 
first honed on courts with 
his brother growing up,' is 
what Jeff plans to bring to 
UCF in the next two years. 
www.CentralFloridaFuture.com A9 
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UCF, S. Carolina plan series 
RYAN BASS 
Sports Editor 
Never in their history 
have the Knights faced an 
SEC team on their home 
tur£ 
All that changes in 
2013, which is the 
announced year for a 
home-and-home series 
between UCF and South 
Carolina. The Gamecocks 
will travel to Orlando on 
Sept. 28 to take on the 
Knights. 
The State, a Columbia 
newspaper, first reported 
the agreement Friday. 
USC associate athletic 
director Charles Waddell 
likes to move for the 
Gamecocks. 
"To get Coach back 
down there, other than in 
Gainesville, had some 
appeal for the people 
there at Central (Flori-
da)," Waddell told the 
paper, referring to Game-
cocks head coach Steve 
Spurrier. "Coach was OK 
with doing the game, and 
it fit with what we were 
trying to do." 
UCF will then play 
against the Gamecocks on 
their home turf on Sept. 
26, 2015. The Knights last 
played South Carolina 
back in 2005, when they 
· lost 24-15 in Spurrier's 
first game as head coach. 
Prior to that, the 
Knights also dropped the 
previous two meetings 
with the Gamecocks, 
falling 33-31 in 1997 and 33-
14 in 1996. 
The South Carolina 
game is one of two games 
already slated for the 2013 
season, with the Knights 
also expected to travel 
down to FIU to face the 
Golden Panthers. 
Football recruiting 
The Knights made 
moves for on the field as 
CFF ARCHIVE 
Head coach George O'Leary and the Knights will welcome their first ever SEC team to Orlando when they play host to 
South Carolina Sept. 28 in 2013. The two team will play a home-and-home series, with UCF traveling to play USC in 2015. 
well this weekend, lock-
ing up two big recruits for 
the 2011 signing class. 
New Jersey tight end 
Kevin Miller committed 
to the Knights on Thurs-
day. The 6-foot-4, 241-
pound athlete played both 
ways in high school. 
According to the 
Orlando Sentinel, Miller 
also received offers from 
Maryland, West Vrrginia 
and Rutgers. 
'We took a little time," 
Miller told the Sentinel. 
"They offered me over 
spring break. We took a 
few months to think 
about it because it's a 
huge decision. I feel like 
UCF was the school 
where I clicked. 
"I clicked with the 
coaches the best. I know 
it's a school where I'd get 
a great education. I 
thought about it and real-
ized that,.no matter who 
else offered me a scholar-
ship, I really wanted to go 
toUCF." 
Another player that set 
his sights on enrolling at 
UCF in the summer of 
2011 was Lake Brantley's 
Joey Grant. 
The 6-foot-4, 255-
pound defensive end had 
offers from schools like 
Colorado State, Navy and 
Conference USA rival 
East Carolina, but he 
decided to stay local and 
play for the Knights. 
"I've been talking to 
[UCF] for a while, visited 
over there a couple of 
times. I really like· the 
coaches and the players, 
coaches' interaction with 
the players," Grant told 
the Sentinel. "Just the 
whole atmosphere." 
• 
• 
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OUR STANCE .. 
Holster oU~~e.; 
gun ban right call 
C hicago shot back at last month's Supreme 
Court decision that 
restrained the government's 
limit on gun ownership, 
while still allowing the gov-
ernment to have some regu-
lation. That decision is as 
vague as it sounds. 
The decision basically 
applied the Second Amend-
ment to all states, and 
therefore inexplicitly over-
turned Chicago's 30-year-
old ban on handgun owner-
ship, ruling that people have 
a right to protect their 
homes with a gun in any 
instance. 
Just days after the deci~ 
sion, Chicago retaliated by 
passing another hand-gun 
restriction that limits its 
residents to one gun per 
household with a stricter 
registration and permit 
process. 
The real kicker is that 
Chicagoans can no longer 
purchase a gun in the city, 
and gun training - a 
requirement to get the per-
mit - is also not allowed in 
the city. And thus, people 
will have to travel farther 
not only to purchase the 
gun, but to also learn how 
shoot it. 
Naturally, gun enthusi-
asts and dealers came in, 
guns blazin', to sue Chicago. 
Just when they thought they 
had it made after the 
Supreme Court's decision, 
the Chicago mayor shat-
tered their dreams. 
It's difficult for us to 
fathom some of the on-
going debate about gun 
control or to see the issue 
from the side of those who 
believe less-strict policies 
on gun ownership will ease 
gun violence. 
Saying that allowing 
more people to own guns is 
a solution to gun violence is 
like saying that the solution 
to America's obesity is to 
build more fast-food. restau-
rants. 
We can't help but agree 
with Chicago's decision and 
are angry that the Supreme 
Court would be so blind as 
to limit any state's rights to 
make decisions on gun 
ownership. 
Chicago has been a city 
plagued by gun violence, 
which is obviously why it 
initiated the ban in the first 
place. 
Frankly, we wish Florida, 
or at least the high-crime 
cities in Florida, could have 
the same new laws as 
Chicago, if not even stricter. 
States and cities have a 
variety of laws that restrict 
gun ownership, such as 
requiring mental health 
background checks or wait-
ing periods before purchas-
es. 
The Supreme Court 
deeming gun ownership to 
be a fundamental right to 
individuals, like freedom of 
speech, will provide a 
means for those who want 
to challenge local laws, as it 
did for Chicago. 
As of right now, Florida 
has reasonable gun laws. 
Permit requirements 
include proof of residency, 
minimum age, submitting 
fingerprints, passing a com-
puterized instant back-
ground check, attending a 
certified handgun/firearm 
safety class and paying a 
required fee, according to 
the Florida Department of 
Agriculture Consumer serv-
ices. 
Yet gun violence still 
claims many lives in Flori-
da. 
The court's interpreta-
tion of the Second Amend-
ment could easily hurt any 
state's laws concerning gun 
ownership. 
If it were up to us, the 
federal government would 
only interfere with a state's 
gun laws if the laws were 
too lenient, like Texas, 
where anyone and their 
mother could easily attain a 
gun. . 
The National Rifle Asso-
ciation was ecstatic about 
the decision, and anything 
that makes them happy 
scares us. 
The decision will only 
give them more ammo to 
push the envelope for their 
agenda. 
The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication, 
letters to the editor should not exceed 3-00 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online 
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com .-0r fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 4-07-447-4558. 
It's high time to 
. . 
change pot laws 
I n light of the new ridiculous state law that 
makes it a crime to sell 
pipes and bongs in Florida, 
we felt it was an opportune 
time to express why we 
think pipes and bongs 
should not only be sold 
anywhere and everywhere 
- it would be profitable for 
girl scouts to sell bongs 
with cookies - but also 
why marijuana should be 
legalized and decriminal-
ized in the first place. 
The new law makes it so 
that stores may sell bongs 
or pipes only if they have a 
state license to sell tobacco 
and derive 75 percent of 
their revenue from tobacco 
products, or no more than 
25 percent from smoking 
devices. If lawmakers think 
this will really curb people 
from smoking pot, then 
they must be high on some-
thing strong. 
Why not make it illegal 
to sell anything that could 
possibly be used to smoke, 
like plastic soda bottles? 
While you're at it, get rid of 
aluminum cans, cigarette 
paper and Sharpies. 
Thankfully, there are 
pending lawsuits to coun-
teract this insanity. 
Instead of focusing on 
ways to keep people from 
smoking pot, why not cre-
ate some debate in Florida 
.' 
1; 
about how beneficial legal-
izing pot could be for the 
state? 
Marijuana is just a plant 
with a chemical in it that 
makes you feel a certain 
way when you smoke it. 
But to someone dying from 
cancer, pot can be one of 
the few things to make 
them feel human as they go 
through brutal chemothera-
py. Instead of backward leg-
islation to ban smoking 
devices, we hope Florida. · 
can push for medical mari-
juana dispensaries. 
Unfortunately, this does-
n't seem likely to happen 
any time soon considering 
California, a liberal state 
that's had medical marijua-
na dispensaries for some 
time, has shut down many 
of its dispensaries. 
Marijuana medical dis-
pensaries will not only cre-
ate jobs in a weak economy, 
but can also spur people to 
place less of a needless stig-
ma on smoking pot. 
After all, the stuff has 
proven to be way less dan-
gerous than tobacco or 
alcohol. Some act as though 
this entire country would 
go crazy if we decided to 
legalize pot. But you know 
what would happen 
overnight should it one day 
become legal in Florida or 
even in the U.S.? 
Absolutely nothing. 
Except maybe someone's 
life wouldn't be ruined 
should they be caught with 
just a small amount of pot 
on them. 
Aside from being able to 
explore its medical bene-
fits, legalizing pot could 
save small farms that are 
being bought out by big 
corporations, help save tax 
money currently being 
used to fund our prisons -
there were more than 
840,000 marijuana-related 
arrests in 2008, according 
to drugwarfacts.org - and 
can help keep people from 
worse drugs. We can take 
the money out of the hands 
of drug dealers and put it 
into a legitimate American 
business. 
Legalizing pot would 
make it nothing more than 
something you can buy 
from your local grocer or 
farmer, and, like cigarettes, 
it's likely people will con-
tinue to buy it no matter 
how it's taxed. Think of 
what the state could do 
with that extra tax money. 
We bet even Tea Partyers 
wouldn't care about a high 
marijuana tax. 
Let's sum it up this way, 
in case you still aren't sure. 
Pot: legalize it, tax it to 
high heavens, and fix our 
failing schools. 
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College a perfect time 
for personal growth .· 
There are plenty of I brought this quandary I 
obstacles on your path to before God in prayer, and 
success in college. Per- His response was pretty 1. 
haps the most difficult is typical of the time: nada 
the fundamental question: In the ominous silence, 
"Why am I here?'' I began to wonder ifUCF 
I hope your time at was the right school or if 
college teaches you how medicine was the right 
to live responsibly on field of study, and I slowly 
your own and that your grew more desperate. 
studies lead you to great MIKE HANSON The defining moment 
success in the future, but Guest Columnist of my college experience 
there is something even has been my reaction to 
more important at stake. I this trial I don't know if , 
hope you find purpose during your faith is only born in times of crisis, or 
time here. if trials simply reveal what you 
Even as a person of faith, I realize believed all along, but I felt this 
that purpose is never easy to find But incredible call to be more involved 
as someone who is beginning to find and passionate about God 
a purpose for his own life, I hope to In a strange way, God's silence 
encourage you by sharing what I caused me to seek Him rather than 
have personally experienced. reject Him. During this time, I began 
I came to UCF as an 18-year-old several different Bible studies and 
Christian student with the idea that I became more involved at my church. 
was on my way to becoming a doctor. It was a slow process, but in the ensu-
1 wasn't afraid of losing my faith, ing weeks and months, God went 
and I only begrudgingly accepted from the guy I called in a pinch to the 
advice on "staying Christian in col- one I find purpose and meaning in 
lege" from my churched peers. I was every day. It seems strange in this day 
expecting my faith to continue stead- and age to claim to have fellowship 
fast as always, unchanged by the \urk- with the living God, but once you'ye 
ing "liberal agenda'' that my old man experienced it, it's impossible to let 
kept warning me about go. 
Fortunately for me, the idea that I wanted to share this with you for 
my faith could remain the same has two reasons. 
completely fallen apart in a way that Firstly, I hope the young genera-
shed an incredible light on my put- tion of Christians represented at our 
pose here. school comes to embrace what col-
l was never a great student, but I lege has to offer. I think we too often 
have always done well enough to sue- have the notion that college is some-
ceed. Unfortunately, graduate schools thing to be survived rather than 
aren't particularly impressed by the something to be experienced. Just as 
students who do ''well enough.'.' our school would have you believe, 
The problem became that though UCF does stand for opportunity. Col-
l was not setting myself apart, I was- lege is the perfect opportunity to live 
n't disqualifying myself either. rve out your faith and through it, discov-
gone through three years of school in er who you are and why you're here. I 
limbo, never doing poor enough to Secondly, I realize that this school , 
give up but not doing well enough to is full of great people, many of whom 
be particularly encouraged either. are not Christians. I don't expect this I 
To confuse the issue further, I fully brief appeal to change your beliefs 
realized that my situation was due to about God or the Christian faith, but I 
a strange apathy toward my academ- do hope to encourage you to keep an I 
ics. I suppose the challenging times open mind, an open heart and open 
, in life are there to teach us some eyes. Never quench the innate desire 
valuable lesson, and this one certainly to seek out spiritual truth. God has a 
did purpose for everyone here, and if you 
As any self-respecting - or per- are open to it, I know He will share it 
haps God-fearing - Christian would, with you. ··, 
ON UCFNEWS.COM WHAT YOU ARE SAYING 
A professional Obama there are puppies inside - unless you're Charles Manson. The pro-
is just what we need posed ultrasound bill in the eyes of 
the future would have "seriously 
I am really sick of people trying infringed a woman's right to chose" 
to imply that President Obama is a and yet all it would have ensured is 
failure and should be voted out of that a woman had to approve of 
office because oil is still leaking in her own actions. Getting an abor-
the Gulf of Mexico. News flash tion is absurdly easy in our on-
President Obama is not a scientist, demand culture, partially because 
and can only rely on the expertise we have stripped it of any meaning. 
of those who are to try to engineer Killing a baby should not be the 
a way to stop this leak. same as getting a wart removed. 
I mean I really do not under- You bemoan the "constraints" 
stand what those of you who feel this bill would have placed on 
this way want President Obama to women. Wow, hearing a doctor 
do. If there were a quick and easy describe what's going on inside of 
fix for this leak it would have been you is very constraining .. J can't 
stopped by now, however, our imagine being more constrained 
technology is limited in this area. This bill was likely not designed 
The ultimate responsibility for to radically alter the abortion 
this tragic disaster lies with BP, scene but slow momentum. The 
and the financial responsibility for pro-life.movement's core belief is 
this responsibility for this disaster that unborn fetuses are individu-
lies with BP as well als - and doing something to 
ANONYMOUS 
encourage people to recognize 
this fact is a helpful step. 
Crist's veto makes STMW 
statement Y'know, I wouldn't mind the 4"b-
eral stances of the CFF if they were 
Smashing a burlap sack with a at least soundly reasoned 
hammer is pretty easy; but not if "SIGH" 
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BARTENDERS WANTED. 
sn> a day polmia. No 
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AIRLINES ARE HIRING· Tran for 
ttj1 ~Aviaoon Mai1tencme 
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Av.iztie f'.OWI 212 Towrmme wt 
bcrus ofli:e bit! Sf:it plan perfect 
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Check out our Classifieds, 
online and in print! 
L0009165 
$a /ffutta Y,6 
Twn Rivers 31212 fll'nJes from 
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~CXX) sec. dep.4rJ7-923-
6559. 
UCF AREA. .. 31r~ goc, 
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ni. from UCF, W,O. Aval Now. 
$750rro. Cal 4-0-7-3106583 
I~ FOR RENT: ~ Apartments 
The Crest at Waterford l.a<es 
W<UyCorooa:J'/2ba, w.i:l, 9',TTI, 
fXXll. W.m- ird., $ 4™1:xmnale 
Cal (407)247-6423 
UCFINE ORLANOO 
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1 & 2 Becrocrns Free W,O, (XXlf, 
fi1ness CB1ler, pa!iJs, 
2300 Ero, Ci: 4rJ7-679-rol1 [aE ROOMMATES 
Rooms IMil for senior CX' 
graduale student In lmmacuale 
:v.! home near UCF. $400mo. + W 
ut1. No pels please. Avail asap. 
Call 4rJ7-7IJ!l.o008. 
IIM"waited. 1 room available in 
fl.mshed :v.! home on lake. 
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Call 25-707-4448 
1 room avai i1211.5 ~ 
Fal1ale Jm. $550.ml. fro al 
1Jitctje, 15rm1ol.JCF. AvaJ 
rt:JN. CUstarized0 lease avai. 
Call 352-oo4-3623 
Room fa" rent in 312 horre i1 
Aslt@Jl1 Perk. New inddea7. 
5 rrilsfrom UCF. Qiet 
ronm.rily.1-lgH;peed i1lelnet, 
v.mess, .m paTiun caje_ 
$495,rouird. 
Cal 4rJ7.an.3002 
Mase' bedba!h i:Jr rert i1 large 
tn.se in RegerL)' Pak. M cr F, 
$500trooth(ul m..doo) Erra-
ec:3418@yal:loo.GOITI CX" caled 
Emly- 321-591-3566 
Resp:r,si::Ae Jr,Sr or gaiJale 
fanale stu:lert wared for room 
ava1. in 3.25 t:Mrh:luse. 1 o rm 
b UCF. $375rtrroth + 1,3 ulif .• 
Emal eliseailrey@gnai.cxm or 
cal 321-400-1(.U:l. 
SERIOUS STUlENT 
Room for rent In 42 home In quiet 
Alnya Woods min from UCF. 
Phone, cable, Broacbrd. Fenced 
Yatl. $55(V mo. ulil incl 
Call Zach 25-7896241 
ROO'n avaiiiie i1 a:i.25. Fanale 
prefene:i 8 mies from l-CF. $500 
minlh, rru:les uti1ies (calle, 
i1lelnet, elooric). Please cal 4rJl· 
595-9610. 
1-b&miy has 3 rooms avcil. for 
fanale stu:lel1s aiy. 2 slOry 
horre 1.5 nit:, UCF. $475 liil, v.ifi 
& WD ncl. Call Fely4rJ7·739-0183 
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Tm rooms avai.in Aslt@Jl1 Pk. 
tn.se one ni. 1D UCF. All lii., 
v.ifi, w.tt nided. No pets. 
Cdege sb.rlrt, aiy.$500 rT'Cl'I¥ 
~dep:727-643-2835 
~ SUBLEASE 
a:J'/2.Sb TO'Milse VK:loria Pines 
QietComn 15 rm from UCF 
Screened pali:> w/~,W,O 
$950ro cal 561-312-1498 
~ FORSALE: 
~ Automotive 
2XJ8 Ha1ey-Oavi:loon Sofia! Fat 
Bo,- R..S1F, 6sJxj, 1584<X:, Fast 
SaleM<rg $5700, rrae cletlis 
at1dye6t@rnsn.cxm / 813-{321-
7869. 
LEATHER LNING ROOM SET. h 
oo;:;,ai pastic, never used. Org 
pk:8$300), &mce$975. Can 
. deiver: Gal Bi (305}4ID5982 
CHERRY BEDROOM SET. 8(Ji:l 
Woo:J, never used, trcm re11 i1 
trtxy l:xlxes. Ergsh Doveeai. 
~ oost $4500. Sel for $895. 
Gin delver: (954}3(r2-2423 
STU)ENT SPECIAL 
Bl!rd re11 FUL size ma!iess set 
$169. Freelrane. QUEEN 
maliess pus box $189. Wlie 
cµntities last Cal 4rJ7-484-1182 1m ANNOUNCEMENTS 
OONATE YOUR VEHICl.E 
RECEIVE $1CXXJ GROCERY 
COUPON UNITTD BREAST 
CANCER FOUNDATION Free 
Min1m:lg'ams, BreastGa-cer lnb 
www.Ltx;f.m FREETcmi'g, Tax 
Dei.x:tille, f\oo.flUT181S 
~. (888)468-6964. 
PREGNANT AND CONSIDERING 
ADOPTKJN? Brcnb1 cn:l Lisa 
are reoo; 1D a:qx an i11a,t. 
CootaiakxrejRebea;a 
Cabalero (A Ba' #2B857), for 
rrae illoonaDl. Please cal at 
004-8860062 cr serd in emai 1D 
raiea::a@~.cxm 
Some expa,ses pad 
$$$ACCESS LAWSUrr CASH 
f\OWII! $$$As seen on 1V $$$ 
r;..,y l.awSt.i Drigirg? Neej 
$500-$500,cro+v.ilm 48hs? 
l.aN raesAPPLY NOW BY 
PHONE! Cal Todayt. Toi-Free: 
(1m)568,ffi21www.~.cxm 
1mTRAVEL 
NC Vaca1ion chalet 
Utlfe Switza1al ICl-alue Rldge 
Priced right for 1 a 2 
V1Sitwww.vJbo.com fl303(84& 
www.Clael9.wz.com for pies 
Conlact407-67M383 
sonmer@mail.ucf.edu 
4 6 su ldolku 
6 
@:> Puzzles by Pappocom 2 3 Fill in the grid so 
8 7 9 5 that every row, column and 3x3 box 
1 9 3 7 contains the d igits 1 through 9 with no 
4 6 repeats. Monday puzzle: 
3 8 5 1 Easy/eve/ 
6 5 2 8 Thursday puzzle: Hard/eve/ 
1 7 9 
7 2 
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 Salty drop 
5 Game for little 
sluggers 
1 o Gathering. 
clouds, to some 
14 "In that range· 
15 Elephant gone 
amok 
16 Nevada 
gambling haven 
17 "Have a nice 
day" emoticon 
19 Ear-to-ear 
exµression 
20 Not as risky 
21 Archaic "For 
shamer 
22Avant-_ 
23Penywi1ha 
phenomenal 
success rate 
25 Like 1im Cratch~ •• 
26 Kelly, to Regis 
29 Feature of a bad •• 
air day t:,:65,-t--i--i--31 Needing a diaper 
change 
34 Dump truck filler 
35 Pull, as a water-
skier 
36Homewi1h 
hexagonal cells 
37 Andersen 
character with 
By John Lampkin 
64 Period before 
Easter 
65 Wind increase 
66 Spills the ·beans 
67 Swirling current 
"new clothes" DOWN 
39 Lifelong 1 Pregame coin flip 
residents 2 Wrtty Bambeck 
41 Washer or dryer: 3 " 1 carer 
Abbr. 4 One to look up to 
42 Frat party buy 5 Take a stab at 
44 Hamster or gemil 6 Huge, at the box 
45 Commandment office 
word 7 Opposed to 
46 Promo recording 81ime co-founder 
47 Like a top hat Henry 
and tails 9 Spike or Ang 
48 Sibilant boo 10 Broadway 
50 Like Satchmo's • Phantom's 
voice instrument 
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Last issue solved 
52Leadingedgeof 11 Shakespeare's 2BBardiscounttimes S1 Wingltonstage 
a weather system women of 30 • D,·eu•.· c k' ..-54 Tupperware Windsor 52 roa Ing ~ mer 
•= 12 Gerainl's lady 32 Levels off 53 Pasta sauce 
-,,.,..,, 33 Easily irritated brand 
55 "Gone Wrth the 13 Poor dog's · 36 Secret place 54 Act like a couch 
=family 18 ~ 51~~;.'e 38Dream letters potato 
59 Gomez Addams implement 40 Extreme 56 Matured, as 
portrayer _ 22 Date tor a jazz sluggishness cheese 
Julia cat 43 Graatest of the 57 Rip apart 
60 Blackbeard's flag 24 The 4 In "par 4• great apes 58 Superficially 
62 Fairy tale villain 25 Facing 46 "Spring ahead" cultured 
63 Kukla's puppet 26 Golt shoe gripper abbr. 60 To-do list Item 
pal 27 Get-up-and-go 49 Shoreline nook 61 "I'd be delighted!" 
Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds 
L0009165 
New listings weekly! 
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